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Abstract 

Ammonia is the most prevalent gas emitted by Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)  
raising swine in eastern North Carolina and is a contributor to the degradation of the quality of air and 
surface water.  Calculating ammonia deposition over a large region is difficult because there is little, if 
any, regional monitoring data.  RTI International (RTI) has developed a methodology for modeling the 
deposition of ammonia that is emitted by multiple CAFOs.  The methodology uses readily available, peer-
reviewed air dispersion and deposition modeling software, and geographic information systems (GIS) to 
provide a platform for modeling not only individual operations, but also the cumulative contributions 
from multiple operations across an entire region.  The methodology is enhanced by its flexibility in 
handling numerous variables, including emission factors for CAFO emission sources by animal growth 
stage; meteorological and terrain conditions; and facility capacity and acreage.  

Introduction  

In the late 1980s through the late 1990s, eastern North Carolina experienced an enormous increase in the 
number of hogs produced in the state.  This increase can be attributed to several factors, including the 
downturn of the tobacco industry, less stringent state regulations as compared to other hog-producing 
states, improvements in transportation infrastructure, and the close proximity to major east coast markets.  
Although the number of hog farms in North Carolina decreased from 15,000 in 1986 to 3,600 in 2000, the 
number of hogs produced in the state increased from 2.4 million to 9.5 million1 during this same time 
period because operations became most efficient and economies of scale increased.  These CAFOs have 
greatly increased the amount of ammonia released into the environment.  Quantifying the amount of 
ammonia has been difficult because monitoring data are geographically sparse.  The Clean Air Status and 
Trends Network (CASTNET) maintains only five stations in North Carolina, none of which are in North 
Carolina’s hog farming belt.  There are several regional monitoring stations sponsored by academia and 
the federal government, but these stations are located in or close to urban areas and only measure wet 
ammonia deposition. 

Modeling presents a viable alternative to the high cost and sparse networks associated with ammonia 
monitoring.  Modeling a single swine operation is a relatively simple and fairly common exercise; 
however, while such modeling may accurately estimate concentration and deposition from a single farm, 
it does not take into account the contributions from neighboring operations.  RTI’s study tackled the 
additive effects of multiple CAFOs by utilizing modeling and GIS.  This resulted in cumulative ammonia 
deposition values over an entire region, as generated by CAFOs of different sizes, animal growth stages, 
and physical locations.  

                                                 
1 North Carolina Agricultural Overview:  Livestock, North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
Services, Feb. 23, 2001. 



Data  

The main goal of RTI’s study was to model a baseline amount of ammonia deposition that would result 
from emissions from all the swine operations within the study area.  Generating a baseline would allow 
reductions based on applied alternative waste management practices to be quantified.  The study area was 
defined as the White Oak, Neuse, Cape Fear, New, and Tar-Pamilco River basins. (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1.  Study Area and Meteorological Regions 

In order to sum the cumulative contributions from all CAFOs, information was required for each 
operation, including the physical geographic location, the meteorological region in which it resided, and 
the amount of ammonia emitted. 

RTI researchers compiled an inventory of North Carolina’s swine operations that was provided by the 
North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources (NCDENR).  Among the many 
variables contained in the file were latitude and longitude coordinates and farm description.  Of the 2,295 
farms, roughly 10 percent did not have valid latitude and longitude locations.  RTI researchers determined 
these locations using a combination of geocoding, quadrangle maps, aerial photography, and Internet 
mapping resources, such as LandViewTM and Mapquest.  Once the locations were determined, all swine 
CAFOs within a 50 km distance were identified.  Because the dispersion and deposition modeling grid 
has a radius of 50 km, any farm within 50 km of the study area’s boundary could have some influence on 
the study area.  This resulted in a total of 2,237 farms.  The resulting distribution of swine CAFOs is 
shown in Figure 2. 

 

 



Figure 2.  Location of Swine Operations Within Study Area 

After locating all North Carolina hog farms, RTI researchers assigned each meteorological region 
(Wilmington, NC, Raleigh, NC, or Norfolk, VA).  This was important in order to input the appropriate 
wind speed, wind direction, elevation, and surface roughness into the air dispersion and deposition model.   

The amount of ammonia emitted by each swine operation depends upon several factors, the most 
important of which are the number of hogs and the growth stage of each hog.  This study used the data 
supplied by NCDENR to calculate emission factors based on five distinct growth stages: 

• Farrow to wean 
• Wean to feed 
• Farrow to feed 
• Farrow to finish 
• Feed to finish.   

Each farm was designated as raising hogs of one of the above growth stages.  Using values obtained from 
existing literature, RTI researchers calculated emission factors for each growth stage.  An ammonia 
emission rate was then calculated by multiplying the emission factor by the steady-state live weight of 
hogs onsite during routine operation.  This emission rate was the key number in estimating the amount of 
ammonia deposition from each CAFO. 

Methodology 

The first step in the GIS process was to create radial grids of the 12 model CAFOs.  CAFOs were grouped 
into four sizes—50, 100, 260, and 500 acres—and designated as falling into one of three meteorological 
regions.  All CAFOs in the same meteorological region were deemed to have the same average wind 
speed, wind direction, and surface roughness.  Four sizes and three meterological regions yielded 12 
possible model CAFOs. 



RTI researchers output radial grids using EPA’s Industrial Source Complex Short Term (ISCST3) air 
dispersion and deposition model2.  Inputs into the model included deposition and air concentration point 
locations, wind speed, wind direction, and surface roughness.  Each 50 km radius radial grid was created 
using 1,086 discreet locations, closely spaced near the origin and decreasing in density towards the outer 
edge (Figure 3).  

Figure 3.  50 km Radius Radial Grid 

 

This was done to capture the variation in ammonia deposition and air concentration amounts close to the 
CAFO edges, because these totals drop off quickly as distance away from the origin increases (Figure 4).  

                                                 
2 U.S. EPA (Environmental Protection Agency).  1995.  Draft User’s Guide for the Industrial Source Complex 
(ISC3) Dispersion Models.  Volume 1:  User Instructions.  (Revised).  EPA –454/B-95-003a.  Emissions, 
Monitoring, and Analysis Division, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park, NC.  
September. 



Figure 4.  Ammonia Deposition Around Single CAFO 

The ISCST3 model calculates ammonia deposition rates and concentrations based on a unitized emission 
rate.  It assumes that ammonia is emitted from the surface of the CAFO at a rate of 1 mg/sec/m2.  When 
analyzing the output of the model, it is important to note that the values at each point are deposition rates 
in grams per square meter, per year.  This study’s main goal was to calculate the deposition amount; 
therefore, the challenge for RTI researchers became how to convert a deposition rate into an amount.  
This conversion could only occur before the CAFOs’ deposition points were summed.  Deposition rates 
from adjacent CAFOs could not be added together because the contributions were additive, not averaged. 

One possibility was to create an Arc/Info GRID using a grid cell size small enough to capture the large 
variability in ammonia deposition rates close to a CAFO’s edge.  This would have required a cell size of 
about 15 meters, which in turn would have required about 6667 X 6667 grid.  These measurements 



represented a large storage requirement and would have necessitated a very fine grid in areas where 
changes in deposition rates were quite small. 

A better alternative was to create Thiessen polygons from the radial dispersion pattern.  Thiessen 
polygons are polygons with boundaries that define the area that is closest to each point relative to all other 
points (Figure 5).   

Figure 5.  Thiessen Polygons Created From Radial Grid 

Thus, each square meter that makes up each Thiessen polygon is closest to the deposition point it bounds.  
Therefore, the deposition rate (in mg per square meter) could be applied to each square meter in the 
Thiessen polygon surrounding the modeled deposition point.  By multiplying the deposition rate by the 
number of square meters, RTI researchers calculated a deposition total for each Thiessen polygon for each 
model farm, based on a unitized emission rate.  The polygon label points were then written out to a point 
coverage.  This achieved 12 model CAFO point coverages, with the points representing the ammonia 
deposition from the Thiessen polygons in which they are centered. 

The next step was to process the file of swine operations one by one.  The key information captured 
included 

• Farm ID 
• Farm size 
• Meteorological region 
• Latitude 



• Longitude 
• Emission factor (relative to growth stage). 

For each record in the swine operation file, RTI researchers copied the appropriate model CAFO point 
deposition coverage and renamed the coverage to farm_<Farm ID>.  An attribute populated with the farm 
ID was also added to the coverage.   Each deposition amount was then multiplied by the emission rate for 
that farm (Table 1). 

 

Table 1.  Swine Operaton File With Emission Rates by Farm ID 

 

Using the latitude and longitude information, the farm was translated and projected into state plane 
coordinates.  These deposition points occupied their correct positions in geographic space, and the 
coverage was added to a master point coverage.  Figure 6 shows the master point coverage after the 
addition of two CAFOs. 



 

Figure 6.  Building the Master Point Coverage 

After all 2,237 CAFOs were processed, the master point coverage contained almost 2.5 million deposition 
points (1,086 points from each of 2,237 CAFOs) (Figure 7). 

 



 

Figure 7.  Study Area with All Deposition Points 

Results 

The main goal of this study was to model the amount of ammonia deposition in the study area.  In order 
to sum the amount of ammonia by hydrologic unit (HUC) and county, RTI researchers performed two 
overlays on the master ammonia deposition point coverage.  The 8-digit HUC code and the county 
Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) codes were transferred to each deposition point.  Then, 
using statistics in Arc/Info, RTI researchers summed the deposition by both HUC and county FIPS.  
Tables 2 and 3 show the deposition totals in grams by HUC and County FIPS, respectively. 



Table 2.  Ammonia Deposition Summed by HUC    Table 3.  Ammonia Deposition Summed by County 

 

It was also possible to visualize the ammonia deposition totals in map form.  Figure 8 shows the 
deposition totals by HUC, normalized by area to account for the fact that larger areas will have larger 
deposition totals.  Figure 9 shows the deposition totals by county.  Both give a good visual representation 
of where the areas of highest ammonia deposition are located. 



Figure 8.  Ammonia Deposition by HUC Normalized by Area 

 



 

Figure 9.  Ammonia Deposition by County Normalized by Area 

Conclusions  

Using model swine CAFOs coupled with customized ammonia emission factors and known latitude and 
longitude coordinates, it is possible to model the amount of ammonia air deposition within a study area, 
taking into account the contributions from all sources.  RTI’s study focused on swine operations only; 
however, the study could be adapted to include other types of CAFOs, such as dairy, beef, and poultry 
farms.  This study summed ammonia deposition over HUC and county, but the data could be summed 
over any polygon feature the study desired.  

The software commands and techniques for this modeling technique are relatively simple and 
straightforward.  This technique can also be used to calculate cumulative concentration (rather than 
deposition) values, although this requires Arc/Info’s GRID software and a knowledge of raster processing 
techniques. 
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